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Abstract 
The present moral crisis of humanity will be closely considered in Ackroydʹs Platoʹs Papers via Riemannʹs Theorem of Earth 
Mapping, Kellyʹs Personal Construct theory and Platoʹs Idea of the Third Man with a view to showing that only the generally 
assumed relationship between logos and ethos could rescue the mentality of the entire world and retrieve temporality and 
morality. For this approach to be successfully turned to good account the Aristotelian concepts of Logos (the  thinking part of the 
intellect) mediating with Pathos (the feeling self) through the actions of his acting self, the personal Ethos, will be employed in 
relation to Ackroydʹs character, Plato, the philosopher-orator. Within Ackroydʹs novel, Plato appears as a credible detector of the 
dark mysterious evolution of mankind, being at the same time, an important narrative device in the authorʹs aesthetic attempt at 
retrieving the far-off history of London. This is accomplished through the technique of fast rewind, Ackroyd moving backwards 
from the year 3700 up to 3500 B.C. For the objective of the paper to be properly covered (the present moral crisis and the 
philosophical solution offered to it, which is also the main argument of the paper), logos will be dealt with in relation to Kellyʹs 
alternative perspectives where two concepts are equally significant: determinism and free will. The results and conclusions are 
related to Ethos based on choice, the choice of reconstructing humanity by recuperating light which equates with rescuing 
spiritual and cultural values. 
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1. Introduction 
Peter Ackroyd is a British novelist born in 1949. The reading of his novels is an overwhelming experience 
because we are made to admire or detest, to love or hate, or simply to approve or disapprove of, at least, one 
character. All these emotions are meant to create a new kind of Ackroydian reader: ”the sharing reader” (Vianu, 
2010). And what else are his best known literary contributions but instances of ”partaking” (Vianu, 2010) of the 
novelistʹs imagination when the readersʹ perfect communion with him is accomplished. So, his novel Hawksmoor 
(1983) pushes us into a “trance” (Vianu, 2010) because of the well - pictured haunting situations which make us 
oscillate between early 18th century (Queen Anneʹs reign) and late 20th century London. The book built on 
parallelisms fascinates us with an unreal, mysterious version of history. Chatterton (1987) is another Ackroydian 
postmodern novel which requires psychological techniques of interpreting the topic of death, which, according to 
Vianu, can be “neither faked, nor fooled” (Vianu, 2010). Moreover, the two characters Chatterton and Phillip end by 
becoming one, a postmodern trick practised by Ackroyd and with which his readers are well familiar with. English 
Music, focussed on the individualʹs inner music is some sort of creative imaginative symphony which demonstrates 
what T. S. Elliot  once said ”Understanding begins in the sensibility” (Vianu, 2010). 
With this palpitating magical and morally charged background in mind, we can take a further step and draw our 
attention upon Platoʹs Papers, our main research topic. The objective of the paper is to apply varied methodologies 
doubled by our considerations on Ackroydʹs novel in order to reveal the fact that he has imaginatively created both a 
harmonious and disturbing perspective on modern humanity. 
2. The Body of Analysis 
To meet this end a concise presentation of the topic of the novel is of utmost importance. Platoʹs Papers is an 
aesthetic attempt at retrieving the far-off history of London, employing Plato as a narrative device. Through the 
technique of fast-rewind, Plato moves backwards from the year 3700, via the Age of Enlightment (3400-2300), 
towards the Age of Decadence (2300-1500), then, towards the Age of Apostles (1500-300), up to the Age of 
Orpheous (300 up to 3500 b.c.). 
3. Methodology 
So that the novelʹs inspiring intuitive images and unusual temporal devices could be properly decoded Platoʹs 
metaphysics built on his Theory of Forms and Ideas should be first turned into account. Andrei Corneaʹs article 
entitled ”What Are We to Do with the Third Man” is based on the assumption that ”all sensitive people” together 
with the Ideal Man” take part in creating a new Idea of man – the third man” (Cornea, 2009). In Ackroydʹs novel, 
the Ideal Man stands for Plato himself, a Christ figure, emblematic of the original pure, pious, right creature who, 
through Logos (his thinking self) mediates with the other peopleʹs Pathos (their emotional self) through his personal 
Ethos (his acting self) in order to create the third man (of the present and / or of the future) prepared to build up and 
live in a new world: the society of conscience, of awareness (in professor Zăgreanʹs terminology). 
Consequently, we can regard all the temporal instances present in the novel as attesting to various degrees of 
awareness regarding the significance of history and time (Ackroydʹs major concerns) and interpret them via 
Riemannʹs theorem. This theorem is a logical attempt at approximating the earth in maps through assuming that two 
imaginary points on earth, no matter where they are located, will always meet at some point in the infinite. If, for 
instance, we consider the Age of Decadence (Plato’s past, actually our present age) and some age in the future, 
which stands for Plato’s present, that of the year 3700, they will unconditionally meet at some point in the infinite, 
in the Age of Enlightenment due to its being infinite as concerns the “reawakening” and “reestablishing” (Vianu, 
2010) the virtues of humanity. Such a reading can be extended by applying Kelly’s alternative perspectives on 
Ackroyd’s novel, as a means of decoding its intricate significance. 
According to Kelly’s theory, two significant concepts should be closely considered: determinism and free will. 
The former implies that people’s behaviour is determined by their construction of reality, while the latter, that they 
are free to modify and to rule themselves by “alternative construals of the world” (Kelly, 1955). “Construing” 
(Kelly, 1955) signifies understanding an event or putting an interpretation on an event, which confers meaning to it. 
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Experience stands for successive interpretations of events, not the sequence of events proper (Kelly, 1955) 
“Replication” (Kelly, 1955) means making predictions about what will probably happen. 
In addition to the previously mentioned specialized vocabulary for analyzing Ackroyd’s novel, Kelly’s 
fundamental postulate is also part of the methodology employed by us to decode its hidden meaning. So, this 
postulate reveals the fact that ”a person’s processes are psychologically channelized by the way he or she anticipates 
events” (Kelly, 1955). Anticipating events stands for making suppositions or creating expectations regarding what 
will happen if he or she acts in a particular way. A person chooses that alternative in a “dichotomized construct” 
(Kelly, 1955) through which he or she anticipates the greater possibility for extension and definition of his or her 
system of ideas. Further grounds for confidence regarding the fact that another alternative alike and yet different 
from two others should exist arises from Kelly’s assumption that each individual organizes his constructs into a 
hierarchical system characteristic for his personality, which perpetually modifies and evolves with experience. 
Since, for Kelly, “experience” (Kelly, 1955)  signifies successive interpretations of events, it follows that, the Age of 
Decadence stands for the material world concerned with conquering “time and the stars, instead of venerating 
them”, with overestimating “liberty”, yet remaining enslaved to “instincts” and to “suggestion” (Ackroyd, 2002), an 
empty world deprived of meaning. And so is the future located in the year 3700, when the people vehemently 
proclaimed “We know that we ourselves are the meaning” (Ackroyd, 2002), nothing else existing outside those 
mental patterns. In the Age of Decadence, humanity dramatically failed because it became enslaved to the cult of the 
web, to material figures and numbers, to reason and abstraction, detrimental to faith and vision. In an access of rage, 
humanity also lost control both of the civilization created by them and of the universe at large, and destroyed 
everything it had created so far.   
According to Kelly, the act of reconstruction, in our case the reconstruction of humanity, is not complete unless it 
is associated with a dramatic experience (the cataclism mentioned in Ackroyd’s artistic contribution). Due to it, we 
consider that the “intrinsec clues” present in the novel are “the major guides” to Ackroyd’s “poetic reconstruction” 
(Gilder, 2003) of humanity. 
One of those intrinsec clues refer to the moment when people realized that light was within themselves, instance 
commented upon as the beginning of the Age of Enligtenment. Compared to Kelly’s personal constructs, it follows 
that this alternative offers the best basis for improving the subsequent anticipation of events, in the sense that people 
knew that the future events were affecting every aspect of their present life (Vianu, 2010). Ackroyd further states 
that the Age of Enlightenment started when human light appeared on earth, when people recognized one another 
without fear or without dissimulation. And yet, there were some other people who were afraid of their own liberty, 
considering that the new world only existed in their minds. 
The alternative enunciated in Ackroyd’s novel is that of recuperating “light” which, we assume, equates with 
spiritual values. Light and culture are closely related to each other, the latter being often referred to though 
misinterpreted literary bits and pieces. Before embarking on analyzing the sequence of quotations, Ackroyd’s 
comments on them and what the novelist seems to have denounced through them, one particular image should be 
closely observed. It is the image of the earth compared to “a diamond in the sky”, image identified in a text entitled 
by Ackroyd “the New Theory on Earth” (Ackroyd, 2002). Such an image or alternative perspective seems to have 
been created in the age of darkness, perhaps in a “cave” (Ackroyd, 2002), according to the opinion of Ackroyd’s 
character, Plato. This cave-like world, which stands for the material, concrete, despiritualized world we live in, is 
regarded by Plato as being parallel to light. 
On the other hand, the inhabitants of the present world, the world of “dazzling” light, from the year 3700 (those 
who listen to Plato and who finally banish him) can hardly accept the previously mentioned image of a diamond-like 
earth planet. Such an image is extremely relevant precisely because it was created in the age of darkness, as we have 
already mentioned. This age (in fact, our age) has conveniently been dealt with by Ackroyd through his device of 
understatement. Plato imagined by Ackroyd is said that at a certain moment had a vision of the Earth as a world 
closed in a dark cave (that is in pure materiality). Plato himself seems to question the lifelikeness of such a vision 
and the present appears as the light from above the cage. Plato fabricates a theory according to which intelligent 
beings could exist in various parallel worlds (that is both in the material and the spiritual one) and his fellow 
country-men are asked to wisely accept relativity, which, obviously, they can’t (Vianu, 2010). On further 
considering Kelly’s theory of personal constructs, we assume that the behaviour of Plato’s fellow country-men is to 
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be interpreted in relation to his concept of “determinism” (Kelly, 1955) which stands for their rigid construction of 
reality). Hence, they are unable to rule themselves by “alternative construals of the world” (Kelly, 1955). Plato’s 
fellow country-men are unable to make predictions about what will probably happen and to contemplate 
expectations which might compel them to change their representation of the world they live in. Doubting Plato’s 
visionary ideas, they ask him for a “sign”. Ironically, Plato’s vision, which, on the one hand, includes the past 
(actually the present) regarded as a dark cave, and, on the other hand, in strict opposition, the future regarded in 
relation to understanding the miracle of “instantaneous and universal communication” (Vianu, 2010), represents the 
“sign”, the alternative perspective, the meaningful thesis which could have saved them. People were listening to him 
without realizing the message, without caring that Plato’s words die, and completely disregarding the solution that 
space and time could be approached and reconsidered either scientifically or psychologically, in the sense of 
creating new types of rapid communication: for instance, the communication based on the harmonizing language of 
living light – a stellar suggestion of professor Stănciulescu, which could revolutionize the present and the future of 
humanity.  
The alternative perspective proposed by Plato (that of intelligent beings existing in various parallel worlds by 
wisely accepting relativity) could have represented a greater possibility for their personal evolution. Their 
deterministic behaviour is debated upon within Plato's description of the world in the fourth millenium. It is a world 
in repose where sleeping is the main activity. Vianu wonders whether we could interpret light, “dazzling” light 
overabundant in the world of the fourth millenium as an expression of fear, and as such, whether we should to treat 
the novel as a “dystopia” (Vianu, 2010). It seems that such light indeed makes people go blind, death being the 
ultimate form of blindness. People know nothing about the past, but nobody cares about it. Plato's visions and 
descriptions betray his intense preoccupation with what no longer exists, with what once there existed. What Plato 
(who is Ackroyd's alter ego) denounces is the fact that culture is constantly threatened to vanish. 
Understatement and irony are Ackroyd's main devices. So, Plato mysteriously and unexpectedly discovers items 
of information, which lead him to strange associations. For instance, it is implied that Dickens wrote a novel entitled 
“About the Origin of Species through Natural Selection” which actually is a short, concise and direct presentation of 
the society he comes from. Plato makes up a glossary of forgotten words where he mentions the names of various 
authors belonging to the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries. The spelling employed by Plato has been interpreted by Vianu 
as a warning that “there is no ultimate reading”, “no absolute interpretation” (Vianu, 2010). That glossary reveals 
that many writers were compared to unorganic substances, for instance, Ore-well, Cole-ridge or Gold-smith. Others 
were regarded as sacred, for instance, Pope and Priestly, while others appeared frightening, for instance Wilde or 
Savage. Last but not least, others were praised for their grizzly and quarrelsome styles (e.g. Graves, Bellow, Frost). 
Plato concludes that unfortunately there are no samples left whatsoever. E. A. Poe stands for “Eminent American 
Poet”, born and educated in a civilization which turned into a desert, desert which reminds us of Huxley’s “Ape and 
Essence”. 
T. S. Eliot is alluded to through nonsensical associations of words, meant to emphasize the distorted relationship 
between meaning and form due to the infinite possibilities provided by letters or phonemes, which combine and 
form networks not accessible through the conventional reading methods or habits. Those words are assumed to 
belong to an “old English scenario”. Plato moves even further claiming that they are part of the contribution of an 
African singer called George Eliot. 
As concerns Huxley’s “Brave New World”, the female character, Sidonia, sums up Plato’s words in the sense 
that the novel is about “an age when our ancestors believed that they were living in a world that spins around the 
sun”. Dealing with such issues, Plato himself concludes that “it is not good to focus so much on the past as I do” 
(Ackroyd, 2002). 
Plato addresses us from the future and regards us as belonging to the past, only to end up by being swallowed by 
that past which finally becomes his exile place. Our language is regarded by Plato as a dead language which he tries 
to recuperate creating a glossary, a type of dictionary of old words (coined words) meant to disappear. This issue is a 
good opportunity for Plato (for Ackroyd, actually) to banter the artificially-made words which were meant to 
humiliate those who refused to be ideologized (e.g. ideology equates with the process of making up meaningless and 
irrelevant ideas). Vianu claims that all these examples reveal Ackroyd’s tragic concern with the evolution (actually 
involution) of human intelligence, adding that the whole novel reads like “a dystopia of intelligence” (Vianu, 2010). 
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This perspective is clearly denounced by Plato due to the “high degree of cognitive awareness”, in Kelly’s 
terminology (Kelly, 1955), regarding the social, emotional, spiritual and moral dangers associated with it. While 
reading the novel, we keep asking ourselves whether Plato’s civilization is a better one or not, whether Plato is wiser 
or more primitive than us, whether culture has been entirely lost or, on the contrary, much improved  (Vianu, 2010). 
4. Results and conclusions 
Following Kelly’s model, we can conclude saying that Ackroyd offers an alternative world not a comparable one 
(Vianu, 2010). This idea is mentioned by Ackroyd himself in one of Vianu’s interviews with him. Vianu claims that 
Ackroyd has imagined a “parable” (Vianu, 2010) focussed on the necessity of cultivating our inner self. “Light” 
stands for inner truth, but those people belonging to the old times (our civilization) didn’t realize that “the universe 
is an emanation of human intelligence” and consequently “the sun vanished” (Ackroyd, 2002). According to Plato’s 
philosophical theory, the sun stands for truth. Symbolically speaking, to recuperate light means to recuperate and to 
revive, to rewrite the old myths. And this is what Ackroyd has done. So, Plato being projected into the future speaks 
to us about the Earth, about us. As concerns Plato himself, he is described as being shorter than his country-men. 
According to Vianu, the novelist’s intention seems to be that of making Plato resemble us, not those who lived in his 
age. If we listen to him when he speaks about the past, we might wonder whether our language and our values have 
been preserved or not. Plato takes a further step, and, through the distorted literary shreds of evidence, only proves 
that our spiritual values have been forgotten and replaced. The new civilization he addresses himself to is totally 
different from ours. Plato says: “We realize that creation is something permanent. We are the creation. We are the 
music” (Ackroyd, 2002). Creation and music deprived of their spiritual valences are absurd. 
Ackroyd’s postmordenism arises from his technique of apparently creating a reverse world, a static world as “to 
stand still is a sacred thing” (Ackroyd, 2002). Here people should dream, but should never think and they are never 
allowed to travel. Plato (Ackroyd) is totally opposed to them and starts looking for “signs” in the past. We are never 
told whether the world rediscovered by him (our world) is real, or whether it is just a “parallel universe” (Vianu, 
2010) of recollections. Vianu claims that the alert necessity to search for other places, be they real, or imaginary 
(places of the mind, as she calls them) (Vianu, 2010), is a characteristic feature of our world, which is very likely to 
disappear in the future. 
Following Vianu’s reading and Kelly’s approach, we may say that what Ackroyd actually proposes to us is a 
double way of regarding the world, a limited perspective, and, another one, a more flexible one. The author’s 
intention is to educate us in the spirit of relativity, that sort of relativity full of spiritual connotations (Vianu, 2010). 
Such a view is not acceptable either by the past thinkers or by the future ones, by Plato’s present fellow country-
men, who banish them. All we know is that being condemned, Plato leaves his world and takes refuge in ours. Once 
returned to our world, compared to a cave full of shadows which stands for our imperfect egocentric world, Plato 
(Ackroyd) strives to make us grow aware of the necessity to move beyond our narrow vision of the world. He claims 
that on top of the cave there is “light”. Plato’s dichotomous constructions “darkness/light”, the former being the 
inner biological world and the latter, the outer spiritual one, lead us to an alternative perspective of different worlds 
which intermingle. The importance of Ackroyd’s “metaphor of vision” is to make us see, which means to make us 
take account of facts which have been disregarded so far or to assign new values to those facts. In our case, it means 
to make us consider and reconsider our moral and spiritual values and to teach us how to meditate using not only our 
mind but our souls as well, as “the mind equates with the soul” (Vianu, 2010). This meaning can be regarded as 
Ackroyd’s attempt at transfiguring reality in order to make it bearable and meaningful. 
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